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Magnetic flux pinning is an interaction between strong magnets and certain 

superconductors that causes a damped, non-contacting equilibrium to form, connecting the 

flux-pinned objects. This interaction has been proposed for use in establishing a stable 

formation of spacecraft modules that is resistant to disturbances. Although flux pinning can 

exert forces in all six degrees of freedom, a flux-pinned interface can be designed to 

constrain only certain degrees of freedom so that it functions as a non-contacting kinematic 

joint. One such joint consists of a superconductor flux pinned to a cylindrical magnet and 

free to move around the magnet’s axis of symmetry. Such an interface would serve as a 

revolute joint that allows two modular spacecraft to reconfigure. This paper explores the 

development of one such joint compatible with the CubeSat standard. We extend the 

functionality of the revolute joint by introducing electromagnets that create two stable 

equilibrium states in a system of two modules. The electromagnets also provide the means of 

reconfiguration between the two states, eliminating the need for reaction wheels, thrusters, 

or other conventional actuators for this maneuver.  Finally, this paper discusses future 

testing for flux-pinned joints and ongoing work on an in-orbit demonstration.  

Nomenclature 

Tc = superconductor critical temperature 

B =  magnetic field 

μ0  = permeability of free space 

n    =  dipole moment vector 

r  =  position vector 

𝒂  =  superconductor surface normal 

𝒓   =  position unit vector r/|r| 

𝝆   =  relative position vector 

𝝆    =  relative position unit vector 𝝆/ 𝝆  

𝑭 = force on external magnetic field source in flux-pinning interface 

𝝉 = torque on external magnetic field source in flux-pinning interface 

𝜽  =  rotation of the two spacecraft system from the first alignment during reconfiguration 

I. Introduction 

he concept of modular spacecraft—in which larger vehicles can be constructed from smaller parts that are 

linked in some way—has been of great interest to the spacecraft community in recent years. This architecture 

offers a number of unique advantages not found in traditional monolithic spacecraft. For example, a launch vehicle's 

payload fairing limits the size of a traditional spacecraft, effectively setting an upper limit on the dimensions of 

standard space vehicles. With modular spacecraft, the launch vehicle limits only the size of each module; when fully 

assembled in space, the resulting vehicle is larger than any that could have launched as one piece. Assembling 
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smaller components into a larger spacecraft lends itself well to modular designs, and the linking mechanisms are 

logical sites for articulation-related components, sensors, and instruments. However, as with the International Space 

Station, such construction is expensive, difficult, and risky because of the extravehicular activities required to 

connect or repair modules.
1
 Modular spacecraft thus introduce additional complexities to orbital operations.  

Another advantage of a modular spacecraft design is the potential for the space vehicle to reconfigure. 
Reconfigurable spacecraft are desirable because they can support multiple mission roles, adapt to changing 

conditions, gain new functionality through the addition of new components, and effect self-repair or replacement of 

damaged components.
2
 Reconfiguration, however, also introduces greater complexity into the system. While simple 

rendezvous and docking procedures are already risky in a space environment
3
, reconfiguration requires multiple 

rendezvous and close maneuvering without collisions to be effective. Moreover, spacecraft that depend on 

mechanical interfaces to reconfigure their component parts remain vulnerable to failure and are difficult or 

prohibitively expensive to repair. Mechanically docked spacecraft also need to undergo time-consuming and risky 

undocking maneuvers for their components to move relative to one another. Without some way of ensuring that the 

modules do not collide, such a maneuver represents significant risk.
4
 Eliminating the need for manual assembly, 

reducing reliance on physical linkages and ensuring that the reconfigurable system is stable during reconfiguration 

maneuvers will yield a more robust and capable space system. Magnetic flux pinning can address these issues; it 

forms non-contacting linkages and allows for system self-assembly and reconfiguration. 

Flux pinning has been proposed as a means to link of small component parts to form a complex spacecraft.
5
 The 

flux-pinned interface (FPI) establishes a non–contacting connection between a strong magnetic field source and a 

superconductor that has high stiffness and damping. 

Modules linked by a FPI are capable of passively 

maintaining a prescribed relative position and orientation 

while resisting disturbances. These properties make FPIs an 

attractive option for this application. Flux pinning has also 

been proposed as a reconfiguration mechanism for modular 

spacecraft assemblies.
6
 Joints based on FPIs that allow 

motion in only certain degrees of freedom (DOF) can form 

between spacecraft modules. The system can then 

reconfigure through the movement allowed by the flux-

pinned joints.
7
 

The phenomenon of flux pinning is an interaction 

between a type II superconductor and a magnetic field. 

Magnetic field lines induce small current vortices in the 

superconductor material, causing the magnetic field lines to 

become "trapped" on material impurities, which results in a 

resistance to changes in the magnetic flux.
8
 This interaction 

happens only below a certain critical temperature Tc, which 

is about 80 K for high-temperature superconductors (HTSC). 
When the superconductor is cooled below Tc in the presence of a magnetic field, the magnetic flux lines imprint the 

current position and orientation of the magnet and the superconductor into the superconductor's material. This 

process is known as field cooling and is the basis for the FPI.
9,10

 The magnetic field source is pinned to the HTSC in 

such a way that the interface resists perturbations from the equilibrium via a nonlinear restoring force.
11

 Once the 

FPI is established, the connection between magnet and HTSC is passively stable, requiring no active control or 

added energy (in the case of permanent magnets) to keep the system in the established equilibrium arrangement.
6 

One common application of flux pinning is magnetic levitation in 1 g, as shown in Figure 1.  

The FPI can exhibit stiffness and damping in six degrees of freedom (6DOF), resisting any relative motion of the 

system’s components. However, some DOFs can remain free.  An example is the case of an FPI based on a magnet 

with an axisymmetric field. Rotating the magnetic field source about its axis of symmetry does not change flux in 

the superconductor, allowing flux pinning to occur while leaving one DOF unconstrained.
7
 Thus there is no flux-

pinning rotational stiffness about this DOF, as shown in Figure 2. When such a magnet resides on one spacecraft 

module and a flux-pinned superconductor on another, the FPI they represent functions as a revolute joint. Such a 

joint allows the two non-contacting modules to rotate relative to each other about the axis of symmetry while 

remaining effectively constrained from other motions by high stiffness in the remaining DOF. However, unlike a 

standard physical revolute joint, the flux-pinned joint is capable of being turned off or on and is not subject to the 

mechanical wear and tear that mechanical joints inevitably experience. Furthermore, it requires no lubricant for 

 

Figure 1. A permanent magnet flux pinned to and 

levitating above a YBCO HTSC cooled below Tc 

by liquid nitrogen. 
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bearings and can be controlled 

without motors. Previous work 

in this area
6,7

 has confirmed 

that such a joint can be 

constructed to exhibit these 

desired behaviors. 

This paper describes a 

flux-pinned revolute joint that 

fits within a CubeSat form 

factor. CubeSats are 

spacecraft, typically with a 10 

cm cube-shaped structure and 

no more than 1 kg mass. 

Larger CubeSats are also 

possible: 10x10x20 cm and 

10x10x30 cm. Their low 

launch cost and the availability 

of off-the-shelf components 

make them a widely used 

platform for small-spacecraft 

research projects.
12,13

 The 

objective of the present work 

is to develop a flux-pinned revolute joint so that it fits on a CubeSat, with the goal of evolving it into an in-orbit 

experiment. Despite the choice of scale, the revolute joint described in this paper can also be easily scaled to other 

spacecraft since flux pinning has been shown to occur over a wide range of magnetic field strengths and relative 

distance.
6
 

We also propose a locking mechanism to toggle the allowed rotation of the revolute joint. The addition of 

electromagnets to the FPI in the two-module system allows the creation of two stable equilibrium configurations. 

The electromagnets also provide actuation for reconfiguration between the two equilibrium states. After 

demonstrating the viability of this joint, we describe some of the important adaptations necessary to mount it on a 

small spacecraft. Finally, we discuss ongoing testing of the joint and the development of a testbed that will allow us 

to explore future applications of flux pinning as a reconfiguration mechanism for more complex systems. 

II. The Flux-Pinned Revolute Joint 

A. Modeling Magnet-Superconductor Interaction 

Due to widespread interest in using flux pinning as a levitation technique, several researchers have developed 

complex models describing this particular interaction.
10, 11,14,15

 To model a flux-pinned revolute joint, however, we 

focus on the simple case in which the pinning is established by field-cooling the superconductor. For the present 

study, the current-penetration depth of the superconductor shielding is taken to be thin compared to its distance from 

the magnetic field source. A relatively straightforward frozen-image model is thus sufficient to approximate the 

magnetic field in the HTSC.
16

 For this analysis, all magnets and images are taken to be dipoles, and the following 

analytic expression represents the magnetic field: 

 

          𝑩 =  
𝝁𝟎

𝟒𝝅𝒓𝟑
 𝟑(𝒏 ∙ 𝒓  𝒓 − 𝒏) .            (1) 

 
The image field in the superconductor consists of two components: (1) a ―frozen‖ image created in response to 

the field source’s position at the time of cooling and (2) a ―mobile‖ image that changes position as the magnetic 

field source moves, as shown in Figure 3. The frozen-image model suggests that the flux-pinning interaction forces 

can be found by calculating the forces resulting from images of the magnet that are established in the 

superconductor’s material.  These images are merely mathematical models, not physical entities, but agree with 

empirically derived values for flux-pinning forces. 

Figure 2. Illustration of FPI with a symmetrical magnetic field that 

functions as a revolute joint. 
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As long as the pinned field is not dipolar, the images have a field structure identical to that of the physical magnet. 

The frozen image maintains the same position and direction as long as the superconductor remains below Tc, with a 

dipole moment that attracts the magnetic field source towards the HTSC. Placing the superconductor surface at the 

origin with normal vector 𝒂 , the position vector r reflected across the surface plane is 

 

                              𝒓𝒓𝒆𝒇𝒍𝒆𝒄𝒕𝒆𝒅 = 𝒓 − 𝟐 𝒂 ∙ 𝒓 𝒂  ,                 (2) 

 
yielding a dipole equation for the frozen image of      

 

     

                            𝑩𝒇 =
𝝁𝟎

𝟒𝝅𝒓𝝆𝒇
𝟑  𝟑[(𝟐(𝒂 ∙ 𝒏𝑪 𝒂 −𝒏𝑪) ∙ 𝝆 𝒇]𝝆 𝒇 −  𝟐(𝒂 ∙ 𝒏𝑪 𝒂 −𝒏𝑪)) ,                   (3) 

 

where 𝝆𝒇 = 𝒓 − 𝒓𝒇𝒓𝒐𝒛𝒆𝒏 = 𝒓 − 𝒓𝑪 +  𝟐(𝒂 ∙ 𝒓𝑪)𝒂  and subscript C denotes vectors at the time of cooling. 

The mobile image repels the magnet as it moves in the superconductor to the reflection of the magnet’s position 

and moment.  Its dipole equation takes the form 

   

                                                 𝑩𝒎 =
𝝁𝟎

𝟒𝝅𝒓𝝆𝒎
𝟑  𝟑[(𝒏− 𝟐(𝒂 ∙ 𝒏 𝒂 ) ∙ 𝝆 𝒎]𝝆 𝒎 −  𝒏− 𝟐(𝒂 ∙ 𝒏 𝒂 )),                      (4) 

 

which, unlike the frozen-image equation, contains time-varying terms, such as 𝝆𝒎 = 𝒓 − 𝒓𝒎𝒐𝒃𝒊𝒍𝒆 = 𝟐(𝒂 ∙ 𝒓)𝒂 . 

Combining the two images’ dipole equations allows the calculation of force and torque on the magnetic field source: 

 

                                                                          𝑭 =  𝛁(𝒏 ∙  𝑩𝒇 + 𝑩𝒎 )                                                           (5) 

𝝉 =  𝒏 ×  𝑩𝒇 + 𝑩𝒎 . 

 
These equations provide some insight into how the two-module system reaches equilibrium states and achieves 

reconfiguration. The revolute joint that connects an axially symmetric magnet to the superconductor is 

straightforward to describe with the frozen-dipole model: neither the frozen nor mobile images change in response 

to a rotation of the pinned dipole about its axis.  So, the force and torque on the magnet do not change in response to 

rotations about that DOF. If the pinned dipole is at its equilibrium position and orientation, it is stable in all 

directions except for that rotational DOF. When the system is in or near one of the equilibrium alignments, the 

electromagnet that does not influence that equilibrium state is switched off and so can be neglected in the analysis of 

Figure 3. Image-dipole model of an FPI. 
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the interactions. A single electromagnet-

superconductor interaction dominates the system 

dynamics near each equilibrium position. In this 

model, the electromagnets are either on or off, and the 

superconductor contains the frozen image of the 

electromagnet corresponding to the preset equilibrium 

alignments. 

While this implementation is simple and 

lightweight, an implementation in space would likely 

augment each electromagnet with a permanent magnet. 

The electromagnets would be powered only for long 

enough to unlock and open the joint.  Otherwise, the 

permanent magnets would provide all the necessary 

potential energy.  Such an architecture eliminates the 

need for power in equilibrium. 

B. Joint Design and Reconfiguration Routine 

For simplicity, the flux pinning revolute joint is 

considered here only in the context of two modules. 

An FPI established between a cylindrical magnet 

mounted on one vehicle (with a symmetrical magnetic 

field about its height axis) and an HTSC on the other 

creates a two-body system that remains connected and 

can rotate in one DOF. Figure 4 shows the system 

comprised of the two vehicles, the FPI components, 

and the electromagnet control system. The permanent 

magnet, which is flux pinned to the HTSCs, allows for 

rotation of the two modules about the magnet’s dipole 

axis. The cylindrical magnet must remain pinned to the 

HTSCs to keep the system connected. Pinning two 

smaller magnets to the HTSC during field cooling, as 

seen in Figure 5, creates magnet equilibrium positions 

that govern both system equilibrium and 

reconfiguration. 

Each electromagnet on the magnet module is 

adjacent to one of the superconductors in one of the 

aligned configurations (Figures 6a and 6d). The 

module containing the magnet is capable of 

maintaining its position at either equilibrium position 

and it moves toward one of these equilibrium positions 

during the transition. The smaller magnets near the 

superconductors at the time of field cooling establish 

additional pinned field Once established, this FPI gives 

the system both the desired, free rotational DOF and 

the stiff DOFs for the two equilibrium configurations. 

Removing the small magnets leaves a revolute joint 

with the same behavior as the single cylinder-magnet 

FPI because the field source interacting with the HTSC 

is symmetric. Reintroducing the small magnets and moving the system toward a face-aligned configuration causes 

the system to fall into that equilibrium. The system remains stable in that equilibrium configuration due to the 

superposition of this locking magnet’s field onto the symmetric magnetic field, as shown in Fig 6a. The system is 

held in equilibrium by the presence of the locking magnets and can freely rotate only when their magnetic fields are 

removed.  

This method of reconfiguration requires the ability to introduce and remove the locking magnets’ fields to 

constrain or allow the system’s rotation. Replacing the permanent magnets used to establish field cooling with 

electromagnets allows reconfiguration to occur without physical changes to system components. By contrast, the 

Figure 5. Field cooling scheme for establishing the 

revolute joint FPI. 

Figure 4. Schematic of revolute joint on two vehicle 

system (top view). 
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kinematic joint itself uses a permanent magnet because it does not require power or control and always maintains its 

magnetic field, making a fail-safe solution if power were to be lost. 

Once the system is unlocked from an established equilibrium, the electromagnets that provide the locking function 

enable the system to move to the other equilibrium. The process of reconfiguration is shown in Figure 6 and is 

accomplished as follows: starting with an established, flux-pinned system, the modules are locked at equilibrium 

with the activation of the first electromagnet. Turning off the electromagnet lets the modules rotate freely, while 

briefly reversing the field of the electromagnet generates a repulsive force on the modules. The force is due to the 

repulsion of both the frozen and mobile images in the superconductor by the field generated when the current 

through the electromagnet is reversed, as illustrated in Figure 6b. This interaction induces rotation in the system, 

moving the modules from their initial equilibrium. As the modules rotate relative to one another, the second 

electromagnet is activated, shown in Figure 6c. It exerts an attractive force that ensures the modules reach the 

second equilibrium, as seen in Figure 6d. Any overshoot past the equilibrium quickly damps thanks to work done in 

the superconductor, and the system settles into the second equilibrium configuration, locked there by the second 

electromagnet. Reversing this sequence reconfigures the system back to the initial equilibrium. 

C. Predicting System Behavior using the Frozen-Image Model 

A flux-pinned connection with stiffness and damping forms between the two modules when one electromagnet is 

activated near a superconductor. In equilibrium, the flux-pinning forces relevant to the revolute joint act between the 

activated electromagnet and the nearby superconductor. The images that the electromagnet produces in the other 

superconductor are much weaker and have a smaller effect on system’s behavior. If the dipole moment of this 

electromagnet reverses, both the frozen and mobile images in the nearby superconductor repel the electromagnet. 

Figure 6. Reconfiguration routine of revolute joint. (a) Initial equilibrium configuration of system (θ 

= 0). (b) Electromagnet unlocked and reversed to induce rotational motion of system. (c) Second 

electromagnet activated to establish new equilibrium as system approaches second aligned 

configuration. (d) Electromagnet locks system in new equilibrium state (θ= π). 

Locking Magnets 
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The resulting torque on the system rotates the modules relative to one another about the symmetry axis of the 

permanent magnet until the second electromagnet activates and the system settles to the second equilibrium. This 

process is shown in Figure 7.  This data is the result of a time-domain simulation that calculates the torque about the 

joint axis with Equation 6 as a function of joint angle. From 0< 𝜃 <π/2, the first magnet is reversed and repelled by 

the HTSC. From π/2 < 𝜃 < π, the second electromagnet is activated and attracts the system towards the new 

equilibrium. The equilibrium is evident at the point where the torque crosses the zero line 

 

Figure 8 shows the interaction between the two vehicles in terms of magnetic potential. The red line is the 

potential energy in the system as a function of rotation angle when the first locking electromagnet is active. The 

rotational state at θ = 0 is in a deep potential well. The torque about the joint axis is equal to the negative gradient of 

the red line. The blue line represents the potential energy during the maneuver sequence as the first electromagnet 

repels its HTSC and the second electromagnet attracts the other HTSC. In Figure 8, the function of the 

electromagnets is to eliminate the potential well at θ = 0, place the system on a potential gradient, and establish a 

new potential well at θ = π. Both the initial and final potential wells represent passively stable equilibria of the 

system: the state always falls into one well or the other as long as an electromagnet is active. Again, there is no 

feedback control in the system. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7. Torque vs. rotation of the flux-pinned revolute joint, 

illustrating the reconfiguration process. 
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D. Joint Experiment 

Prior research and experiments
5,6,7 

have produced models and demonstrations of the FPI between a cylindrical 

magnet and superconductor as a revolute joint. The flux-pinned revolute joint experiment serves two purposes: (1) to 

demonstrate a CubeSat-sized flux-pinned joint and (2) to provide empirical data that can be used to determine if the 

frozen-image model is an accurate representation of the joint’s behavior. Two air-levitated vehicles that connect to 

simulate a modular spacecraft make up the system. The superconductor module mounts two YBCO superconductors 

encased in a small Dewar filled with liquid nitrogen to keep them cold. The magnet module contains a NdFeB rare-

earth magnet, two small electromagnets powered by a battery, and a circuit with a radio antenna to control the 

electromagnet activation. Two disc-shaped YBCO superconductors provide flux pinning of all magnets. The 

cylindrical permanent magnet forms frozen images in both superconductors that keep the two modules connected 

throughout the experiment. The polyethylene Dewar that holds the superconductors does not impact the strength of 

the flux pinning formed between the magnets and superconductors. 

The demo modules, shown in Figure 9, each rest on an 

aluminum base with the footprint of a CubeSat and are 

confined to the volume allowed by the small satellite. An air 

table levitates the modules, freeing up two translational DOFs 

and one rotational DOF. Glass plates larger than the CubeSat 

footprint allow the air table sufficient surface area to support 

the modules. They otherwise do not affect system behavior. 

The equilibrium states are established when the 

superconductors are field cooled. Permanent magnets 

approximately equal in strength to the electromagnets are 

substituted for the electromagnets for experimental 

convenience. The HTSCs are immersed in a bath of liquid 

nitrogen, while the magnets are placed around them to create 

the desired flux-pinned images. When the pinning has 

occurred, the superconductors are removed from the bath and 

placed on their module, remaining in the Dewar to keep them 

below Tc for the duration of the experiment. Both modules are 

placed on the air table and, with the electromagnets off, the 

Figure 8. Potential energy as a function of rotation angle about 

joint axis. 

 

Figure 9. Demo modules supported by glass 

plates on air table testbed. 
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modules are allowed to connect by the pinned image of the permanent magnet.  

The system is them moved toward one of the equilibrium alignments--both shown in Figure 10--and the 

corresponding electromagnet is activated. The resulting interaction with the image frozen in the superconductor 

pulls the system to that equilibrium state. With the electromagnet active, the modules remain connected in this 

alignment, resisting perturbations. When the electromagnet’s field is reversed, the system behaves as expected. The 

modules rotate about the permanent magnet dipole axis and reach the second equilibrium state when the 

corresponding electromagnet is activated. 

E. Experimental Results 

To provide data for comparing the system’s behavior to the predictions from the frozen-image model, a high-

speed motion-capture video tracks the movement of the modules as the system undergoes reconfiguration. A frame 

from this motion capture during reconfiguration is shown in Figure 11. Reference points on the module with known 

locations and high contrast are then tracked, yielding position data during the reconfiguration maneuver. The tracked 

position data is shown in Figure 12, overlaid on the magnet module as it rotates.  Incorporating physical parameters 

of the test articles allows angular velocities and accelerations (shown in Figure 13) to be found. From acceleration 

the torque can be obtained, and these values are listed in Figure 14. The torque can be directly compared to the 

modeled behavior.  The values in the following figures are taken from one reconfiguration maneuver and represent 

the typical behavior of the system. The torque observed during reconfiguration is a good match to the predicted 

values shown previously in Figure 7.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10. Air table modules in initial (left) and final (right) equilibrium configurations. 

Figure 11. Image from motion-capture video during 

reconfiguration. 
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Figure 12. Movement of tracked points on 

the magnet module during reconfiguration 

maneuver. 

Figure 13. Derived values from position tracking for 

reconfiguration, rotation angle (top), angular speed 

(middle) and angular acceleration (bottom). 

Figure 14. Torque acting on magnet module during reconfiguration. 
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III. Path to In-Orbit Experiments 

The standardized CubeSat structure allows the design of a joint that can be adapted to fit several missions with 

minimal redesign. Figure 15 shows CubeSat models containing the necessary components to form a flux-pinned 

revolute joint and perform the 

previously described reconfiguration 

routine. Additionally, previous 

studies and experimental experience 

associated with this project have 

established that flux-pinning joints 

are effective interfaces at the length 

scale of a CubeSat.
6 

By adhering to 

the CubeSat standard for terrestrial 

experiments, the flux-pinned revolute 

joint can be more easily incorporated 

on future spacecraft of this type. Once 

flux-pinned joints are tested in orbit, 

they can easily be scaled up or down 

in size to accommodate the requirements of future satellite missions.  

All magnets, superconductors, and supporting structure—along with the CubeSat structure and other necessary 

components—fit within three standard ―1U‖ 10cm cubes. Figure 16 shows a sample CubeSat design that is capable 

of containing all of the necessary components to support the HTSCs for this demonstration in a ―2U‖ volume. The 

2U size increases one dimension of the CubeSat structure, yielding a 10cm by 10cm by 20 cm structure. The 

components of the magnet module can likewise fit into a 1U envelope, as shown in Figure 17. Because the system 

rotates about the permanent magnet’s dipole axis, it must be deployed outside the satellite envelope during operation 

for the desired rotation to occur. A spring-driven latch is an example of a suitable mechanism that would allow the 

satellite to fit within the available launch space. 

A CubeSat has a limited power supply, commonly operating with a maximum of 5 volts and a few Watts, which 

imposes a maximum input to the electromagnets. Satellites, including CubeSats, favor aluminum and other 

lightweight materials rather than heavier ferrous metals that might affect the magnet superconductor interaction. 

Permanent magnets actuated by servos, rather than electromagnets, provide another design option for the locking 

magnets of a flux-pinned joint, since they require no power except when actuated. ―Energize-to-release‖ 

electromagnets can also be substituted to reduce the power required for the demonstration. Such electromagnets 

feature permanent magnets whose magnetic fields are cancelled by electromagnetic coils. Using this type of magnet 

power would only be required when the system reconfigures.  

Small-satellite attitude control is sometimes based on geomagnetic field stabilization. A CubeSat with a flux-

pinned revolute joint can take advantage of the strong magnetic field established by the rotation-enabling magnet to 

serve this attitude-control function. Such a CubeSat would orbit with the dipole axis of this magnet aligned with the 

Figure 15. CubeSats equipped with flux-pinned revolute joint.
  

CubeSat frame courtesy www.cubesatkit.com. 

Figure 16. Key components of HTSC 2U CubeSat in exploded view.
  

CubeSat frame courtesy www.cubesatkit.com. 
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Earth’s magnetic field.  

A cooling system is required to keep the 

HTSCs below their critical temperature. 

However, the liquid nitrogen Dewar used in our 

ground experiments is not suitable for long-term 

use in space. One possible solution is the use of 

Stirling cryocoolers mounted on the satellite. 

Two 1-Watt cryocoolers would provide sufficient 

cooling power to keep the superconductors below 

Tc in Earth eclipse.
17

 These coolers, along with 

sufficient battery capacity for their operation, 

would necessitate the use of a 2U CubeSat for the 

HTSC vehicle. FluxCube, a satellite currently 

under construction at Cornell University, plans to 

use this cooling solution in its mission of 

experimentally validating flux-pinning 

interactions in space. 

The development of a more powerful testbed, 

shown in Figure 18, will allow for experimental 

verification of more complex systems of modular 

spacecraft. The CubeSat spacecraft will remain 

the standard for module construction to take 

advantage of knowledge gained from the two-

module flux-pinned revolute joint and so that the 

traceability to flight remains clear. The air table with its limited levitating surface area will be replaced by a 

levitation system for each individual module. This improvement will allow the same 3DOF movement as the air 

table but with increased surface area available for systems with more modules and more complex reconfiguration 

maneuvers. This system is to be based on small air-bearing feet that provide levitation for each module. Each foot 

can support its own mass and 10 kilograms of payload, well above the CubeSat’s standard 1kg limit. Three such air 

bearings are fed by compressed gas cartridges mounted on each foot, providing levitation of each module for an 

estimated 20 minutes.  

IV. Conclusion 

The success of this two-module system allows us to extend the use of 

flux-pinned joints to more complex systems. Investigation into the 

reconfiguration of systems with more than two component modules and 

featuring more complex joint designs is currently underway.
18

  These 

results suggest that magnetic flux pinning has promising applications for 

connecting and reconfiguring modular spacecraft. Flux-pinned joints 

require no power, do not experience mechanical stresses or wear, and 

provide a connection with both stiffness and damping without any 

physical contact. With a symmetrical magnetic field, a flux-pinned 

magnet and superconductor can freely rotate in one DOF while motion is 

restricted in all others. This property of an FPI can be used to create a 

revolute joint. 

The results confirm that the concept of the flux-pinned revolute joint 

can be extended with significant new functionality. Frozen images of 

additional magnetic fields create stable equilibria. Introducing such a 

joint in a two-module system allows for reconfiguration between these 

equilibria with the use of electromagnets. The electromagnets provide 

both the locking function in equilibrium and the force necessary to 

reconfigure the system. These behaviors are successfully predicted by 

analytical models based on the magnetic-dipole equations. 

The flux-pinned revolute joint has been designed for CubeSat scale so 

that it will be traceable to a flight application with minimal 

Figure 17. Significant components of magnet 1U CubeSat in 

exploded view.
  

CubeSat frame courtesy www.cubesatkit.com. 

 

Figure 18. FloatCube test module. 
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modifications. The test modules developed within these limitations exhibited the desired behavior as predicted by 

the computer models. At CubeSat scale the electromagnets both maintained the equilibrium alignments and enabled 

the reconfiguration of the system.  

With a successful demonstration of a two-module system with a revolute joint, the concept of flux-pinned joints 

can be extended to more complex systems. The proposed testbed will support studies of such systems by allowing 

larger module formations and more complex joints on a larger surface area. Results from this research are expected 

to yield new ways to employ flux pinning as a method of connection and reconfiguration for modular spacecraft. 
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